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14 PROJECT PARTNERS 
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MAIN AIM OF THE PROJECT:  

• A critical component of future, human 

exploration to worlds unknown, will be the 

supply of edible food for crew members. To 

develop innovations in cultivating food in 

closed-loop systems becomes integral to 

future missions. 
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EDEN ISS PROJECT AIMS 

1. EDEN ISS will develop an advanced 

nutrient delivery system, a high 

performance LED lighting system, a bio-

detection and decontamination system. 

2. Develop food quality and safety procedures. 

3. A mobile container-sized greenhouse test 

facility will be built to demonstrate and 

validate different key technologies and 

procedures necessary for safe food 

production within a closed system.  
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CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS 
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1. Optimum nutrients (Hoglands solution) 

2. Optimum LED lighting 

3. Optimum C02. 

 

 



CELLS Research Group: 

Exploits and develops 
frontier technologies for 
the manipulation of plant 
growth using controlled 
environmental conditions 

NASA alliance and training 

 

Shannon Applied Biotech 

Center 

Biochemical analysis 
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FOOD@LIT SENSORY ANALYSIS 

1. Determine overall acceptability (palatability) for 
each crop harvested by CELLS. 

2. Further analyse each crop via descriptive 
analysis for appearance, flavour, texture and 
aftertaste to generate quantitative data which 
describes the similarities or differences for each 
harvest versus a shop bought control. 

3. Provide for each harvest a sensory (palatability) 
result – acceptable/unacceptable. 
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SENSORY METHOD 

1. Compare for each sample shop v CELLS  

2. Test all sample blind i.e. testers do not 

know which is the shop v CELLS sample. 

3. Score acceptability  

4. Round table discussion for descriptors. 

5. Return to booths & score each descriptor to 

generate a spider diagram. 
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SENSORY RESULTS 
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SENSORY SAMPLES 
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SENSORY DATA ANALYSIS & 

GOALS 

1. Compare acceptability and descriptive 
results for significant differences. 

2. The acceptability score is very important as 
this will drive out if the significant 
differences are acceptable or not for the 
CELLS samples i.e. are the samples 
palatable. 

3. Ultimately the goal for the sensory analysis 
is to guide harvest times and determine if 
the CELLS samples are palatable.  
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SENSORY CONCLUSIONS 
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EDRM1 28 Red mustard day 28 Acceptable CELLS red mustard is green (rather than purple) with a 

stronger flavour and aftertaste. 

EDLexp1 42 Lettuce day 42 Crisp green Acceptable Same as shop control. 

EDLbat1 42 Lettuce day 42 Bativa Acceptable Same as shop control. 

 EDSC1 42 Swiss chard 42 Acceptable CELLS Swiss chard is darker with a stronger flavour & 

aftertaste (when compared to spinach). 

3469 Tomato Acceptable CELLS tomato softer with a lighter skin texture. 

F11202 Tomato Acceptable CELLS tomato softer with a lighter skin texture. 

Quatro Cucumber Acceptable CELLS cucumber is juicer. 

Picowell Cucumber Acceptable CELLS cucumber is juicer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

• Some of these differences measured maybe due to 
a difference in cultivar between the CELLS and the 
shop bought controls. However in general the 
CELLS samples due to the closed optimum 
protected system produced plants with enhanced 
colour and flavour. In terms of texture this can be 
increased e.g. spinach or decreased e.g. tomatoes. 

• Regardless of the specific sensory descriptor 
differences all of the CELLS grown plants are 
acceptable and palatable. In general the significant 
differences between the CELLS and the shop 
bought controls are favourable and may in some 
cases produce an enhanced product once 
harvested at an earlier rather than late harvest date.  
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ANTARCTICA AIMS 

 1. The plant cultivation technologies will first be 

tested in a laboratory setting at the sites of the 

consortium partners.  

2. All systems will be integrated at DLR in Bremen, 

followed by an extensive test period.  

3. In October 2017, the complete facility was shipped 

to the German Neumayer III station in Antarctica. 

The station is operated by the Alfred-Wegener-

Institute and has unique capabilities and 

infrastructure for testing plant cultivation under 

extreme environmental and logistical conditions.  

4. It is foreseen that the container-sized greenhouse 

of the EDEN ISS project will provide year-round 

fresh food supplementation for the Neumayer 

Station III crew. 17 



ANTARCTICA SENSORY ANALYSIS  

1. Crew were trained in Bremen prior to departure  
to Antarctica. 

2. Samples to be tested by crew members using a 
pop up booth. 

3. Rate samples using a simpler scale 

 

 

 

4 Rate for appearance, flavour, texture for all 
samples. 
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ANTARCTICA SENSORY GOALS 

1. To determine the palatability of the samples 

when growth on the Antarctica station by 

the crew using the optimum technologies 

developed. 

2. The sensory analysis will begin this month 

and the sensory sheets will be returned for 

data analysis. 
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CREWS FIRST FRESH DINNER!  
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 

• http://eden-iss.net/ 
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THANK YOU 

&  

QUESTIONS? 
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